THE CONUNDRUM OF FAMILY REUNIFICATION: A THEORETICAL, LEGAL, AND PRACTICAL APPROACH TO REUNIFICATION SERVICES FOR PARENTS WITH MENTAL DISABILITIES

Charisa Smith*

The termination of parental rights in parents with mental disabilities is a growing and crucial issue. In 2010, an estimated 45.9 million adults in the United States had experienced a mental illness in the past year. This represents twenty percent of the adult population. More than five million children in the United States have a parent with a serious mental illness such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or major depression. Courts and child-welfare systems too often assume that a parent is not amenable to treatment and is a danger to his or her child when strong symptoms of mental turmoil surface. Some studies report that as many as seventy to eighty percent of mentally ill parents have lost custody. Public systems are overwhelmed by this matter in an era of shrinking resources. However, often parents with mental health needs are willing to accept treatment and are worthy of regaining custody.

There are many gaps in the law on this issue. The federal Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) requires that state child welfare agencies and courts make “reasonable efforts” toward family reunification before the termination of parental rights (TPR) can take place. However, federal statutes and case law provide little guidance to states about what “reasonable efforts” means, and states have been left to interpret this concept individually. Many state statutes even enable a “bypass” of the “reasonable efforts” standard due to a parent’s mental condition. Many states likewise place unjust time limits on family-reunification efforts in TPR cases.

Gaps in the legal scholarship are also evident. Discussions by legal scholars lack a sound theoretical basis and a thorough, practical application of solutions. As is featured in previous work of this author, a new theoretical framework of family systems theory—which is utilized in clinical and social work arenas—must first be applied. Under this theoretical framework, the vague and outdated “best interests of the child” standard, which is a legal standard used exclusively in
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family law cases, must be replaced with a more sound standard of “holistic family wellbeing.” Vulnerability Theory can provide additional insight in this matter.

The discussion of reunification services for families featuring parents with mental disabilities should be conducted utilizing family systems theory and a legal standard of “holistic family wellbeing.” Under these circumstances, the “family integrity” defended by our highest courts through the “reasonable efforts” provision should be upheld through the delivery of highly effective family-reunification services. State and federal legislators must revisit the “reasonable efforts” standard, to include more specific statutory language. Courts, child welfare agencies, and service providers need to deliver the most proven types of reunification services and coordinated mental health treatment available. In specific court cases, attorneys should focus on “holistic family wellbeing” utilizing alternative dispute resolution and promoting the enhanced agency of their clients. Nonlegal professionals likewise require training in the most advanced methods of conflict resolution and clinical practice. These recommendations will ensure more successful family law practice and more successful family-serving systems.
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INTRODUCTION

Scholars writing about family reunification for parents with mental disabilities facing termination of parental rights (TPR) proceedings have made several missteps. The matter remains a conundrum for scholars, legislators, courts, practitioners, and families alike. There is a need for a new approach to this issue.

TPR is the process whereby courts force biological parents to sever their legal ties with their children in favor of upholding the “child’s best interests” by imbuing other, allegedly more well-suited individuals with those parental rights. At the point when a court is considering TPR, a child would have been removed from his parents’ home for many months, and possibly even several years, due to charges of neglect or abuse. “Reunification” services are offered during the period between a child’s removal from his biological home and the social service agency’s filing for TPR, to try to help the biological family reunite and remedy the maltreatment. Termination proceedings are more formal than other family-court proceedings, and they are typically required before adoption can occur. A termination order requires a higher standard of proof than that required for foster care placement: “clear and convincing evidence” in termination proceedings compared to “a preponderance of the evidence” in foster care placements.\(^1\) Although the federal Adoption and Safe Families Act (ASFA) of 1997 requires that state child welfare agencies and courts make “reasonable efforts” toward family reunification before TPR can take place,\(^2\) federal statutes and case law provide little guidance to states about what “reasonable efforts” means. States have been left to interpret the concept of “rea-

---

sensible efforts” toward reunification individually—too often to the detriment of families.

There are numerous ways that parents with mental disabilities can treat and manage their illnesses, improve their parenting skills, function successfully in society, and create safe and loving homes in which to regain and raise their children. Yet the care with which reunification services are statutorily and financially prioritized, publicly and privately administered, and interdisciplinarily designed is highly determinant of any family’s fate. Scholars addressing this issue have failed to provide a solid theoretical framework to explain why reunification is so crucial. They also have failed to provide a thorough, interdisciplinary range of solutions to achieve successful family reunification.

TPR in parents with mental disabilities is a growing and crucial issue. In 2010, an estimated 45.9 million adults aged eighteen or older in the United States had some type of mental illness in the past year. This represents twenty percent of all adults in this country. More than five million children in the United States have a parent with a serious mental illness such as schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, or major depression, and at least one million parents of children under eighteen have a serious psychiatric disorder. Courts and child welfare systems too often assume that a parent is not amenable to treatment and is a danger to his or her child when strong symptoms of mental turmoil surface. Some studies report that as many as seventy to eighty percent of mentally ill parents have lost custody.

In the last several decades, mentally disabled populations have become more integrated into society and have piqued the interest of multidisciplinary groups. Increasingly, the mentally disabled have moved from segregated institutions to mainstream living situations and multifaceted integration with mainstream society. Today, many mental conditions are extremely treatable and do


not permanently cause a parent to neglect or mistreat a child. Often, poor parenting behaviors can be unlearned by even developmentally delayed individuals. This matter has become a significant concern for health care providers and health care law experts, social service professionals in all jurisdictions, family courts, juvenile courts, criminal courts, problem-solving courts such as drug courts and domestic violence courts, unified family courts, and other courts dealing with this population. Evidence will show that conducting unnecessary and premature TPR proceedings only harms families, communities, and public systems. In fact, public systems are increasingly overwhelmed by this matter in an era of shrinking resources. Research from multiple disciplines reveals that communities across the nation should provide additional services and support to help parents with mental disabilities become equipped to care for their own children and reunite with them.

This Article provides a theoretical, legal, and practical approach to the matter of family-reunification services for parents with mental disabilities facing TPR. Part I describes the basic problem of TPR in parents with mental disabilities, explaining the mental disabilities that many parents face and the impact of mental illness on parenting ability. Part II builds upon previous work by this author and reviews an original theoretical framework of family systems theory—which is utilized in clinical and social work arenas and in the human rights community—to be applied to these issues going forward. Vulnerability theory and the harm caused by TPR also will be discussed. Under this theoretical framework, the vague and outdated “best interests of the child” standard, which is a legal standard used exclusively in family law cases, must be replaced with a sounder standard of “holistic family wellbeing.” This necessary theoretical framework helps to explain why TPR should be avoided whenever possible and why family reunification is so crucial.

Part III discusses the significant gaps in federal and state law in defining, discerning, and providing reasonable efforts towards family reunification. Part IV discusses the gaps in scholarship on the matter of family-reunification services for parents with mental disabilities. Legal scholars have begun to discuss the inadequacy of reunification services for mentally challenged parents, the tenuous link between mental health services and child welfare agency action, the need for enhanced attorney and child welfare worker preparation in this arena, and a need for cultural competence in reunification services. A few have reviewed select reunification programs that work, while others have even suggested that there be a legal presumption in favor of family reunification. However, those discussions lack a sound theoretical basis and a thorough, practical, interdisciplinary application of solutions. Piecemeal approaches are insuffi-cient. It is paramount to engage in a theoretically sound, well-rounded discussion about what services are actually effective, what statutory reforms are necessary, and what both legal and nonlegal actors can do in practice.

Part V applies the lens of family systems theory and the proposed legal standard of “holistic family wellbeing” to discuss how reunification services for families featuring parents with mental disabilities should be viewed and practi-
cally implemented. Under these circumstances, the “family integrity” defended by our highest courts through the “reasonable efforts” provision should be upheld through the delivery of individually applied, highly effective, comprehensive family-reunification services. The types of reunification services that actually prove successful in reuniting families will be highlighted. Recommendations for federal and state statutory reform will be provided, including shifting funding incentives. A focus on “holistic family wellbeing” would mean that in specific court cases, attorneys for the parent(s), the child(ren), and the state should utilize collaborative family law and alternative dispute resolution. Whenever possible, attorneys should promote the express agency of their clients, receive in-depth training, and consider previously underutilized claims. Nonlegal actors in the child welfare system and its partnering service organizations likewise require training in the most advanced methods of treatment, casework, communication, planning, and conflict resolution. Higher levels of collaboration between and among public and private agencies are also required to implement successful reunification services.

I. THE PROBLEM OF TPR IN PARENTS WITH MENTAL DISABILITIES

A. The Nature of Mental Disabilities Faced by Many Parents

Various types of parental mental disabilities, including substance dependency and other types of developmental or mental challenge, can make caring for biological children difficult. Each mental disability may influence parenting ability to a differing degree and may be ameliorated by state, family, and private services in different ways. For the purposes of this paper, “mental disability” includes any “mental disorder” included in the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-V). Someone manifests a mental disorder where she is in the top ten percent of externalizing or internalizing symptoms of a subset of chronic misbehaviors for the relevant disorder in the DSM. The DSM-V conceptualizes a “mental disorder” as:

a syndrome characterized by clinically significant disturbance in an individual’s cognition, emotion regulation, or behavior that reflects a dysfunction in the psychological, biological, or developmental processes underlying mental functioning. Mental disorders are usually associated with significant distress in social, occupational, or other im-

7. For a more thorough discussion of particular mental disabilities faced by many parents, and the impact of these disabilities on parenting ability, see Charisa Smith, *Unfit through Unfairness: The Termination of Parental Rights Due to A Parent’s Mental Challenges*, CHARLOTTE L. REV. (forthcoming 2015); Charisa Smith, *Finding Solutions to the Termination of Parental Rights in Parents with Mental Challenges*, LAW & PSYCHOL. REV. (forthcoming 2015).

portant activities. An expectable or culturally approved response to a common stressor or loss, such as the death of a loved one, is not a mental disorder. Socially deviant behavior (e.g., political, religious, or sexual) and conflicts that are primarily between the individual and society are not mental disorders unless the deviance or conflict results from a dysfunction in the individual, as described above.

For purposes of this paper, “mental illness” will be included in the broad category of “mental disabilities” and includes all DSM classifications of psychotic disorders, mood disorders, anxiety disorders, somatoform disorders, factitious disorders, eating and sleeping disorders, substance use disorders, sexual disorders, adjustment disorders, personality disorders, dissociative disorders, and impulse-control disorders. According to the National Institute of Mental Health, diagnosable mental disorders may be caused by a variety of factors, including chemical imbalances, social environment, heredity, and trauma. Mental retardation (hereinafter referred to as Intellectual Disability (ID)), pervasive developmental disorders, motor skills disorders, communication disorders, elimination disorders, attention-deficit and disruptive behavior disorders, and learning disorders are different from other mental illnesses, but they are “mental disorders” grouped together as “disorders usually first diagnosed in infancy, childhood, or adolescence” in the DSM. These types of disorder therefore will be included in the category of “mental disabilities” in this Article. These conditions are more easily diagnosed early in life; however, the DSM notes that there is no clear distinction between “childhood” and “adult” disorders.

States of developmental disability and ID tend to abruptly limit life choices for mentally challenged parents far more severely than would a learning disability and particularly more than would a mental illness evinced in adulthood.

---

9. Id. at 20. As does the DSM, this Article acknowledges that no category of mental disorder is necessarily “a completely discrete entity with absolute boundaries dividing it from other mental disorders or from no mental disorder” and that co-occurrences and co-pathologies of mental challenges can and often do exist.

10. Postpartum mental illness is one of the many mental challenges addressed in this Article. While there are virtually no reported decisions that analyze the meaning and the impact of postpartum mental illness on a mother’s treatment of her infant, there are many cases whose facts suggest that the mothers temporarily lost or relinquished custody when suffering from postpartum mental illness, and that it was extremely difficult to regain custody even after the mothers had recovered from their postpartum illness and worked to comply with reunification plans. See Michelle Oberman, Lady Madonna, Children at Your Feet: Tragedies at the Intersection of Motherhood, Mental Illness and the Law, 10 WM. & MARY J. WOMEN & L. 33 (2003), for a fuller discussion of this issue.

11. SUBSTANCE ABUSE & MENTAL HEALTH SERVS. ADMIN., http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/SAMHDA (last visited Nov. 18, 2014); NAT’L INST. OF MENTAL HEALTH, http://www.nimh.nih.gov/health/statistics/index.shtml (last visited Nov. 18, 2014). See generally DSM-V, supra note 8. The DSM-V describes a variety of mental disabilities and conditions, organized dimensionally on axes. Each particular disability or condition itself can have a variety of origins. For example, a congenital chemical imbalance, a traumatic brain or bodily injury, a traumatic life event, a chemical imbalance developed later in life, a hereditary condition or imbalance, or a combination of those elements.

12. Id.
Some scholars assert that ID “is not a disease, disorder or disability” but rather a “label” for a very diverse group of individuals who seem to exhibit subnormal intellectual abilities. They note that racial and ethnic minorities and lower-income individuals are more likely to be classified as ID. Since individuals with these diagnoses can “learn how to learn,” this categorization is not always as determinative of low achievement or social functioning as people may think. Despite their differences from others, the ID and developmentally disabled have not qualified as members of a suspect classification according to the U.S. Supreme Court. Further work by this author will explore the utility of ADA claims among parents with many types of mental disabilities. For example, Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) is a mental condition that spans a range of different mental states, characteristics, and behaviors and can be ameliorated by a range of interventions.

B. The Effect of Mental Disabilities on Parenting Ability

Studies of mentally disabled parents reveal that there is a huge spectrum of parenting skills in this group. However, support and assistance for these parents can often lead to successful parenting. For example, studies of ID parents reveal that at best, some are “fit” to parent without special assistance, others are “fit” to parent if given assistance, and others are not “fit” to parent with or without assistance. While ID and developmental disabilities can lead to many


15. See City of Cleburne v. Cleburne Living Ctr., 472 U.S. 432, 439, 442-48, 450, 465 (1985). The Court held that a municipal zoning ordinance violated the equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment by irradiationally discriminating against the developmentally disabled. While striking down the ordinance as unfairly distinguishing between boarding houses for the developmentally disabled and those for the elderly, the Court was careful to note that heightened constitutional scrutiny did not apply and that deferential rational basis review was the appropriate standard for the ordinance. The majority chose to forego distinction as a suspect class “absent controlling congressional direction” to do so. Id. at 439.


subpar and even endangering parenting behaviors due to parents’ judgment deficits and low IQs, many improper parenting behaviors can be unlearned. 19 ID parents do tend to “under-protect” their children, but this deficiency in parenting is not immutable. 20 Almost all studies of ID parents have found that a good percentage of them are functioning within or near normal limits; and many ID and developmentally delayed individuals are extremely loving parents. 21

Most importantly, researchers have been unable to establish causal links between cognitive disability and parental violence or abuse, while IQ and social functioning tests are not adequate predictors of parenting ability. Researchers often find that ID and developmentally disabled parents exhibit “unexpected strengths” in parenting tests. 22 Studies consistently show that developmentally disabled parents provide their children more intellectually stimulating environments than those in which they were raised and that they emphasize education a great deal. 23 In addition to having varying, often limited effects on parenting ability, developmental disabilities and ID in parents often have a limited effect on a child’s behavior and development. Having developmentally disabled parents has been shown not to have any correlation to criminal behavior. 24 Ultimately, ID and developmentally disabled parents are most likely to succeed when they can “enjoy the virtues of interdependence and communality.”

When provided with peer, family, and often external support, wonderful parent-child relationships—and safe children—tend to develop. Studies of parents with other mental illnesses reveal that although there are numerous challenges to parenting, many parents manage their symptoms with cognitive therapies, medication, and social support and raise healthy, well-adjusted children. 25

Nevertheless, the symptoms of a mental illness “may inhibit . . . parents’ ability to maintain a good balance at home” and make parents less communicative, less emotionally involved in their children’s daily lives, and less reliable. Additionally, children of mentally ill parents have “genetic and environmental

---

19. See generally Hayman, supra note 13; Watkins, supra note 6.
21. See Watkins, supra note 6, at 1450 (citing Stephen Greenspan & Karen S. Budd, Research on Mentally Retarded Parents, in FAMILIES OF HANDICAPPED PERSONS 115, 121 (James J. Gallagher & Peter M. Vietze eds., 1986)).
22. Id. at 1450-51.
24. See Watkins, supra note 6, at 1456 (citing EDWARD ZIGLER & ROBERT M. HODAPP, UNDERSTANDING MENTAL RETARDATION 86-88, 92 (1986)).
25. Hayman, supra note 13, at 1256; Reupert & Maybery, supra note 23.
vulnerability” making them susceptible to extensive responsibilities at home, guilt and isolation, poor school performance, anti-social behaviors, and various mental disorders.\(^\text{27}\) Clinicians state that an inconsistent or unpredictable family and home environment can make a child more likely to develop a mental illness of her own.\(^\text{28}\) Likewise, children of substance abusers are almost three times more likely to be physically or sexually assaulted than other children, more than four times more likely to be neglected than other children, and generally more likely to be substance abusers than other children.\(^\text{29}\)

1. More Often Neglect Than Abuse

It also is critical to acknowledge that most parents with mental disabilities involved in TPR proceedings are the subject of neglect inquiries, rather than inquiries about affirmative abuse.\(^\text{30}\) While scholars, the media and policymakers often focus on heinous stories of physical or sexual abuse and even child fatalities, most maltreatment cases are about neglect alone. Neglect is defined as a failure to provide for a child’s basic human needs and a failure to provide the child with life’s necessities. Neglect typically depends on a pattern of deprivation, and it is much more difficult to detect than abuse.\(^\text{31}\) Two-thirds of children in the U.S. child-welfare system are the subject of an inquiry about neglect.\(^\text{32}\) Far too often, neglect charges are precipitated by the underlying condition of family poverty.\(^\text{33}\) In some states, such as New York, neglect statutes clarify that neglect is only present when a parent actually possesses the financial ability to provide life’s necessities and still fails to provide them. New York’s child welfare system thus offers disadvantaged families “preventive services,” such as vouchers for heating assistance or clothing assistance, before

---

27. MENTAL HEALTH AM., supra note 5.
31. MCCOY & KEEN, supra note 30, at 95.
removing a child from the home, to separate conditions of poverty from willful neglect by a parent.\textsuperscript{34}

The Child Abuse Prevention and Treatment Act (CAPTA) of 1974\textsuperscript{35} failed to provide a sufficiently narrow definition of neglect. In general, state definitions assert different guidelines about “the dividing line between responsible or minimal but adequate parental care.”\textsuperscript{36} As of 2011, thirty-five states allowed for TPR because of neglect alone. In most states, statutory distinctions are not made about the difference between situational poverty and neglectful parenting.\textsuperscript{37} While parents with mental disabilities may have significant difficulty determining how much and what type of care is required for their child, this ability can be learned and bolstered with social, medical, educational, economic, and emotional support.

2. Research Reveals the Potential Progress of Mentally Disabled Parents

Ultimately, “the severity of” a mental illness is typically the most important predictor of parenting success, and treatment and intervention services for both parents and families routinely ensure that parenting with a mental illness does not mean bad parenting. Many children of mentally disabled parents “thrive” when the appropriate services provide their families with support. Advocates for the mentally disabled assert that when multiple systems work together (such as the school system, the mental health system, and the child welfare system), treatment can lead to family cohesion and excellent parenting.\textsuperscript{38}

Support services for mentally disabled parents often empower them to excel independently at home, while help from relatives and friends in child care and other daily activities also can improve the home environment and free up time for both treatment and parent-child interaction. The American Academy of Child and Adolescent Psychiatry states that a strengths-based approach is most effective. In other words, professionals must accentuate the positive aspects of the home and the strengths of both parents and children in order to create a healthy and nurturing family.\textsuperscript{39} Once a mentally disabled parent can manage his or her illness’s symptoms, accentuate positive qualities, and draw on community support, their parenting skills typically show great progress.\textsuperscript{40}

\textsuperscript{34} N.Y. SOC. SERV. LAW § 371 (McKinney, Westlaw through 2014).
\textsuperscript{37} McCoy & Keen, \textit{supra} note 30, at 91-92; Veneski, \textit{supra} note 36, at 371.
\textsuperscript{38} See McCoy & Keen, \textit{supra} note 30.
\textsuperscript{39} AM. ACAD. OF CHILD & ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRY, \textit{supra} note 26.
\textsuperscript{40} See Orly Rachmilovitz, \textit{Achieving Due Process Through Comprehensive Care for Mentally Disabled Parents: A Less Restrictive Alternative to Family Separation}, 12 J. CONST. L. 785, 792-93, 796 (2010); MENTAL HEALTH AM., \textit{When a Parent Has a Mental Illness: Serious Mental Illness and Parenting}, \textit{available at} http://www.mhawisconsin.
Evidence therefore reveals that mental disabilities in parents do not necessarily make for perpetually bad parents. While every case is different, parenting classes, mental health treatment, and other support services can drastically improve such family situations. The juxtaposition of the child’s best interests and the parent’s rights is therefore a necessary one when approaching TPR proceedings because parental mental challenges do not cause de facto abuse, family systems are intertwined, and TPR can be abusive to both children and parents, as will be shown herein. Absent that juxtaposition, courts would unnecessarily harm healthy families, or families on the path towards greater health and solutions. Professionals then must ask what can be done to maintain family bonds and provide reunification services when neglect, and sometimes abuse, surface. A new theoretical framework in which to view and alter family law cases will provide a means for implementing change.

II. REVIEWING THE RATIONALE FOR SALVAGING BIOLOGICAL FAMILIES: APPLYING FAMILY SYSTEMS THEORY TO EMPLOY A HOLISTIC FAMILY WELLBEING STANDARD

Previous work by this author asserts that an application of family systems theory, combined with evidence about the detriment that TPR does to the entire family, requires the rethinking of a central legal standard used in family-court cases. Regardless of what standards of proof are applied, family-court cases that deal with children consistently utilize a standard of “the best interests of the child” rather than considering the intricate interrelationships within the family or the critical interpersonal dynamics at play.

Family systems theory sheds light upon deep clinical psychiatric, psychological, and social work knowledge about the ways that families actually operate. Family systems theory has been adopted by international human rights organizations and is applied to the international humanitarian and legal treatment of families. With family systems theory in mind, family courts should question the “best interests of the child” standard and recognize the need to see families in more appropriate ways. In fact, family courts should more aptly apply a “holistic family wellbeing” standard rather than a “best interests of the child” standard in all family-court cases such as TPR. Research reveals that TPR is highly damaging to families, communities, and public systems. When the holistic family wellbeing standard is applied, it becomes necessary for legal actors to employ wide-ranging tactics to reunify mentally challenged parents with their children after a removal from the home takes place. When mental illnesses are treatable and parents can show the ability to remedy further abuse or neglect, family reunification should occur.


41. For a more thorough discussion of family systems theory, see Charisa Smith, Unfit Through Unfairness, supra note 7; Charisa Smith, Finding Solutions, supra note 7.
The “best interests of the child” standard is outdated. But both ASFA and state laws emphasize the child’s best interest as a guiding factor. The “best interests of the child” standard is individualized and context-based and often has been criticized for being too vague. Too often, guardians ad litem are charged with making recommendations about the child’s best interests, with scarce resources for investigation and little expertise about making such a determination. Instead, legal actors can learn from clinicians, family therapists, social workers, and international human rights sources which assert that to truly understand the way that individuals function, one must consider family systems theory. Family systems theory states that in the case of the family system, children are inextricably embedded in families or kin, which live in communities, which exist within a wider societal system.

Family systems theory asserts that families function by the Composition Law: the whole is more than the sum of its parts. Every family system, even though made up of individual elements, results in an organic whole. Family systems theory finds that individuals in a family cannot be emotionally or socially understood in isolation from one another. On the contrary, family members need to be understood as a part of their family as the essential societal and emotional unit. Individual interests in families cannot be easily, singly parsed out if we seek to maintain optimal emotional health for all members over time. As a societal and emotional system, the family affects most human activity, drives clinical inquiries for mental health professionals, and drives numerous human rights policies and practices. Proponents of this theory state that understanding the emotional family system can create more effective ways of solving individual, family, and societal problems.

45. Morgaine, supra note 44.
46. Victorian Gov’t Dep’t of Human Servs., The Best Interests Framework for Vulnerable Children and Youth 19 (2007); Jessica Dixon Weaver, The Principle of Sub-
Critics of family systems theory often assert exactly what critics of parents with mental disabilities assert—that the nested, interdependent structure of the family creates a precarious situation where one member’s dysfunction can cause the entire system to transform in a negative manner. However, research and casework reveal that the damage inflicted by TPR is far greater than the difficulty that comes from treating a parent’s mental illness and repairing broken biological relationships with therapeutic services and extensive supports. Some may argue that despite the growing and largely pervasive acceptance of family systems theory among mental health professionals since the 1960s, family law practitioners can disregard these scientific discoveries and maintain the status quo of legal practice. However, family courts already consistently lean on mental health professionals and social service workers in everyday casework, investigation, decision-making, and particularly in expert witness testimony. An application of family systems theory to bring the practice of family law up to date is merely an extension of current custom and best practices. Previous work by the author has examined New Jersey as a case study while surveying national studies of TPR among parents with disabilities. This previous work found that decisions about what services to provide to a family, whether to reunify a family, or whether to separate a family permanently often specifically depend upon the testimony of a psychiatrist or other mental health clinician who has worked with the family, conducted evaluations, and applied the theories commonly learned in that realm of practice. Judges and attorneys understand that mental health professionals can provide decisive information to answer their legal inquiries. Logic follows that the therapeutic context, bolstered by support from human rights sources, can help reform family law even further than it already has when current practice is faltering.

A. Insights from Vulnerability Theory

Human vulnerability theory (vulnerability theory) can also add credence to the matter of applying family systems theory to family law and revising the


49. See Charisa Smith, Finding Solutions, supra note 7.
standard of “the best interests of the child.” Increasingly, legal academics are becoming aware of the insights that can be gleaned from vulnerability theory. Vulnerability theory examines the most basic elements of human existence, such as fear, shame, and lack of connection. Researchers in this arena, many of them social workers, assert that deepening societal understandings of the human condition can hold the key to helping individuals overcome struggle. Legal scholar Martha Albertson Fineman and many others at Emory University School of Law further these concepts. In The Vulnerable Subject and the Responsive State, Fineman describes the lack of a “U.S. constitutional guarantee to basic social goods, such as housing, education, or health care” and the antidis­crimination, sameness-of-treatment approach, coupled with Supreme Court resistance to adopting human rights principles. She asserts that the concept of the vulnerability of human nature brings societal institutions into “a relationship of responsibility between state and individual” so that the state must be more responsive to that vulnerability and do better at ensuring the “‘All-American’ promise of equality of opportunity.”

Acknowledging that everyone has sources of shame and disconnection and drawing from human rights ideals can lead to serious demands for public systems to provide enhanced protection to those populations who need the most assistance. As TPR causes extensive harm to families and systems alike, we must question the legal standards that propel families towards TPR and the failures of public systems to deliver reunification services to avoid TPR.

B. The Harm Caused by TPR

The various negative impacts of TPR prove that biological bonds require preservation through reunification whenever possible. Firstly, spending extended periods of time in foster care can have serious negative ramifications on children. “Coercive interventions” that force parents to comply with extreme

51. Id. at 255, 275.
demands and that force families apart abruptly can even place a child in a more detrimental situation than his or her biological family, while TPR does not necessarily ensure adoption or permanency. Furthermore, courts have ruled that there is a fundamental right to family integrity, which helps to determine the “child’s best interests” in a majority of states. In fact, the decision to terminate blood relationships is considered contrary to humankind’s legal history. For these reasons, the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980 originated the “reasonable efforts” towards reunification standard that ASFA also addresses. The Supreme Court in Santosky v. Kramer confirmed the need to protect biological bonds despite parental hardships. The Court held that a state must support its allegations in favor of TPR by at least clear and convincing evidence because “the child and his parents share a vital interest in

54. In re Adoption/Guardianship Nos. J9610436 and J9711031, 796 A.2d 778 (Md. 2002), points out that during the 1970s, nationwide concern grew regarding the large number of children who remained out of the homes of their biological parents throughout their childhood, frequently moved from one foster care situation to another, thereby reaching majority without belonging to a permanent family. This phenomenon became known as foster care drift and resulted in the enactment by Congress of the Adoption Assistance and Child Welfare Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C. §§ 610-679 (2013). One of the importance purposes of this law was to eliminate foster care drift by requiring states to adopt statutes to facilitate permanent placement for children as a condition to receiving federal funding for their foster care and adoption assistance programs.


60. The section states that “reasonable efforts shall be made to preserve and reunify families—(i) prior to the placement of a child in foster care, to prevent or eliminate the need for removing the child from the child’s home; and (ii) to make it possible for a child to safely return to the child’s home.” Id.; see also Suter v. Artist M., 503 U.S. 347, 360-61 (1992); Will L. Crossley, Defining Reasonable Efforts: Demystifying the State’s Burden Under Federal Child Protection Legislation, 12 B.U. Pub. Int. L.J. 259 (2003). Notably, scholars have criticized this federal law for its vagueness in explaining the “reasonable efforts” standard.

preventing erroneous termination of their natural relationship” and because imperfect parenting alone does not necessitate TPR.\(^62\)

TPR causes extreme harm to both families and communities. Severance of biological ties can be devastating and dehumanizing to a parent—especially one who suffers from mental disabilities. This traumatic sense of loss can impact the entire family’s overall wellbeing.\(^63\) Unnecessary TPR also burdens an already overburdened child welfare system with large dockets, high caseloads, professional burnout, and financial strain.\(^64\) TPR creates anxiety, stress, and trauma in both immediate and extended family relationships and even carries unexpected legal ramifications.\(^65\) Much research has been done regarding damage that lengthy legal proceedings can cause both parents and children. Additionally, no state has a sufficient amount of foster and adoptive families waiting to care for children in the child welfare system.\(^66\) Removal from a biological home often means the opposite of permanency for most children, and “foster care drift” typically results.\(^67\)

With family systems theory in mind, family courts need to cease considering only the “best interests of the child” exclusive of the rest of their family, but instead need to consider the systemic impact of TPR on all family members—a holistic family viewpoint. As a legal standard considering the holistic best interests of the family is applied in family-court cases, it becomes evident that parents with mental disabilities warrant more substantive due process rights and reunification services to maintain holistic family wellbeing.


\(^{64}\) See Wald, supra note 53, at 646.


\(^{67}\) See, e.g., McCoy & Keen, supra note 30; Rachmilovitz, supra note 40.
III. ADDRESSING THE GAPS IN FEDERAL AND STATE LAW ON FAMILY-REUNIFICATION SERVICES

Implementing proper family-reunification services can provide the due process that parents with mental disabilities require to avoid TPR. However, a survey of the most recent statutory compilations and case law updates on this matter reveals that both federal actors and states are struggling. Federal laws like ASFA link certain minimum statutory standards and service provision requirements to federal child welfare system funding while states are responsible for major implementation of child welfare services and family law matters. Yet most states use too broad or too vague a definition of what constitutes reasonable efforts towards reunification.

Reasonable efforts refer to activities of state social services agencies that aim to provide the assistance needed to preserve and reunify families. This Article will focus on reunification services that come at the back end of the child welfare system, after a child has been initially removed from the home. Generally, these efforts purport to consist of “accessible, available, and culturally appropriate services that are designed to improve the capacity of families to provide safe and stable homes for their children.” Some commonly used terms associated with reasonable efforts include “family reunification,” “family preservation,” “family support,” and “preventive services.”

While ASFA states that reasonable efforts to preserve and reunify families are required, “the child’s health and safety” constitute the paramount concern in determining the extent to which reasonable efforts towards reunification should be made. This stated priority of “the child’s health and safety” by ASFA makes holistic family wellbeing a lesser priority—contrary to cutting edge research—and persistently leads systems to permanently separate families. Unfortunately, parental mental health can be a key statutory reason for bypassing the reasonable efforts provision.

Yet, ASFA already explicitly accounts for nearly any egregious violations of children’s health, safety, and rights in addition to its stated priority for children’s safety and wellbeing. Under ASFA, reasonable efforts to preserve or reunify the family are not required when the court has determined that aggravating circumstances are relevant, such as abandonment, torture, chronic abuse and sexual abuse, murder of another child of the parent, felony assault by a parent of a child, and TPR to a sibling of the child at issue. In addition, several states and U.S. territories provide one or more additional grounds for foregoing reasonable efforts, including when the parent is a registered sex offender, when the parent has failed to comply with the terms of a reunification plan (seven states, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands), when the parent has been incarcer-

ated for a substantial term in relation to the child’s age and there is no suitable relative to care for the child (eight states), when the parent suffers from a mental illness of such duration or severity that there is little likelihood that the parent will be able to resume care for the child within a reasonable time (eight states, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands), when the parent suffers from chronic abuse of drugs or alcohol and has refused or failed treatment (nine states, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands), and when the parent has subjected the child to prenatal exposure to alcohol or a controlled substance (three states).

A. States Presenting Particular Problems

Some states stand out as being particularly unamenable to family reunification—especially when a parent has a mental disability. California may be the worst offender, with fifteen exceptions to the “reasonable efforts” standard and a presumption against reunification services in the case of all but two of these exceptions. Notably, all states feature a disproportionate representation of families of color within their child-welfare systems, and African American children are significantly less likely to reunify with their families than are white children, holding other factors constant. Some scholars point out that Massachusetts appellate courts, by rarely deciding that the state has not met its obligation, have set the bar for complying with the reasonable efforts requirement quite low. Massachusetts appellate cases clarify that social service efforts are “limited to linking parents to existing services and that it is not required to fill the gaps in available services on its own . . . [Social services are] not even required to look very hard for available services and instead can rely on an expert opinion asserting that there are no services that would fill a particular need of a parent.” In other cases, Massachusetts courts have let a child welfare social worker with potential adverse interests to the parent serve as a “therapist” for

---


the parent rather than requiring the use of a trained psychiatrist or psychologist.\footnote{72}

In still other cases, Massachusetts courts have focused on the unreasonableness of the parents’ efforts as opposed to an evaluation of whether social services has made reasonable efforts towards reunification. Of Massachusetts’s inadequate provision and assessment of reunification services, scholar Jeanne Kaiser asserts:

[It] seems only fair that the reasonable efforts requirement be tailored to meet the propensities of those [challenged] parents, and not those of the average, responsible parent who might be expected to eagerly accept available services. In short, the clientele served by the Department would seem to need extra measures of outreach, patience and aggressiveness to successfully link to services. In view of this dynamic, excusing the Department from any obligation at all if the parents do not show initiative in engaging in services is both counter-intuitive and unfairly shifts the burden to the parents.

This unfairness is particularly problematic when parents suffer from a disability such as mental illness or mental retardation. The decisions of the Massachusetts appellate courts send a contradictory message on what constitutes reasonable efforts in these cases. On the one hand, these decisions have stressed that the Department has an obligation to tailor services in order to accommodate the disabilities of parents. On the other hand, no decision has ever found that the Department failed to fulfill this obligation, no matter what the nature or severity of the disability involved.\footnote{73}

Kentucky stands out as another state that is often unforgiving of parental mental disabilities when reunification is at issue. According to Kentucky law, the length of time the child spends in foster care can be the sole determinant of whether the child is neglected or abused, whether social services proves a ground for TPR, and whether TPR is in the child’s best interests. Kentucky social service agencies do not need to make reasonable efforts if a mentally disabled parent cannot provide a safe home prior to the permanency hearing. Scholar Jennifer Spreng asserts that this statutory scheme, along with short time frames for parental rehabilitation and proof of fitness, show that “[Kentucky] law stacks the deck against mentally ill mothers’ chances of protecting their parental rights.”\footnote{74} Further, case studies from Rhode Island, South Carolina, and other states reveal similar biases and denials of basic rights.\footnote{75}


\footnote{73. Id. at 118-19.}


\footnote{75. Crossley, supra note 60; Michelle Dhunjishah, Legislature Makes Permanency a Priority for Children in Foster Care, 22 S.C. Law. 14 (2011); Alexandra C. Hudd, In Re Steven D., 22 A.3D 1138 (R.I. 2011); 17 Roger Williams U. L. Rev. 571 (2012); Esme Noelle DeVault, Reasonable Efforts Not So Reasonable: The Termination of the Parental Rights of a Developmentally Disabled Mother, 10 Roger Williams U. L. Rev. 763 (2005); Vesneski, supra note 56.}
1. The Devil Is in the Details

Due to the overbreadth and vagueness of their statutes and due to a lack of federal guidance, states have persistent difficulty defining and delivering reasonable reunification services. Discerning what reunification services are most appropriate to provide, finding funding for reunification services, parsing out agency responsibility for the delivery of reunification services, and defining whether ASFA-mandated “reasonable efforts” towards reunification have been made at the time of TPR and permanency hearings are all difficulties.76 The vagueness of reasonable efforts statutory provisions can punish parents by adding “boilerplate services” to social work case plans (such as parenting classes) that are often unsuitable for parents with particular disabilities, not tailored to each family’s individual case, and often unlikely to help them avoid TPR.77

Too often, states believe that a parent’s mental disability will prevent them from being able to improve their parenting skills; no effort is made to find services that make the right fit; and the underlying causes for neglect or abuse remain unaddressed so that TPR becomes inevitable.78 Further, mental disabilities can complicate system involvement at a time when any parent would be highly distressed and confused. Reunification plans often call for fast and decisive action by parents, which can be difficult with a mental disability. There also is a huge bias against mentally disabled parents, far more than with the physically disabled. Shame may keep certain parents from requesting the help they need, and when parents do request help, biased evaluators and service providers may propel a case away from reunification.79

2. Unjust and Unworkable Bypasses, Timelines, and Funding Priorities

The current statutory scheme also enables states to bypass reunification and to shorten the timeline that parents have to improve their mental condition, while monetarily rewarding efforts opposing reunification. Disregarding the extensive research on the necessity of preserving biological families, many

state statutes enable a “bypass” of the “reasonable efforts” standard (otherwise known as “fast-track provisions”) when “clear and convincing” evidence allegedly shows that a parent’s mental condition cannot be changed.

Many states likewise place unjust statutory and common law time limits on family-reunification efforts in TPR cases. ASFA itself requires that TPR proceedings begin when a child has been in foster care for fifteen out of the past twenty-two months of the life of a case. Further, many states require “concurrent planning” for foster care and adoption while family-reunification services are being provided. Federal funding streams under ASFA and other laws incentivize local child-welfare systems and courts to prioritize foster care and adoption over reunification, to the point of virtually punishing states for focusing on reunification. Although some states may enable the waiver of ASFA’s fifteen out of twenty-two months in foster care provision months requirement in certain circumstances, social service agencies know that foster care and adoption have a higher value due to ASFA. States report far less innovation in regard to reunification than adoption and alternative guardianship. Further, child welfare staff report nationwide worry that ASFA’s tight timeline could disadvantage families with substantial needs like mental illness and substance abuse. Welfare and public benefits-related timetables also increase the pressure on many mentally disabled parents. Parents often must often meet training and work requirements to retain their benefits and eventually regain custody, although those requirements may conflict with mental health treatment needs and child welfare system demands.

B. Constitutional Issues

Numerous scholars rightfully assert that parents with mental disabilities who are denied sufficient opportunities to avoid TPR are being denied due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments. This Article’s theoretical framework of family systems theory adds philosophical and scientific credence to the longstanding legal tradition of upholding family integrity as a fundamental right. A due process argument is most viable for several reasons. Firstly, as

80. DeVault, supra note 75.


previously mentioned, parental rights are considered fundamental by the Supreme Court and Congress. Secondly, ASFA itself requires reasonable efforts towards reunification. Thirdly, discussion herein cites extensive research proving how reasonable efforts are often unmet, how damaging family separations can be, and how mentally disabled parents can often unlearn poor parenting behaviors. Reason and tradition suggest that the state needs an extremely compelling interest to permanently separate biological families.\(^{83}\)

However, an equal-protection analysis of this issue has not been widely discussed or widely successful in practice. An Illinois circuit court found that because the Illinois Adoption Act defines as “unfit” a parent who cannot fulfill parental responsibilities due to mental retardation, the Act is unconstitutional under the Equal Protection Clause. However, the Illinois Supreme Court overruled the decision, stating that parents with cognitive delays are dissimilarly situated to parents without cognitive delays, so that the Equal Protection Clause did not apply. An Ohio appeals court likewise found that the state TPR statute mentioning parental cognitive delays did not violate equal protection. Cognitively delayed parents found a partial victory in New York, as the Family Court held that a cognitively delayed parent must be treated the same as other allegedly neglectful parents under an equal protection analysis. However, New York’s TPR statute was not found unconstitutional under an equal protection analysis either.\(^{84}\)

C. No Private Right of Action to Remedy Insufficient Reunification Services

The United States Supreme Court has stated that there is no private (Section 1983) right of action to enforce the reasonable efforts towards reunification requirement. The case \textit{Suter v. Artist}\(^ {85}\) clarifies further that states can implement the reasonable efforts requirement individually, often at the risk of harming families and communities given established research findings. Judicial use of pre-printed forms with a “check box” to denote the fulfillment of the reasonable efforts standard is the norm at this time.\(^ {86}\) The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) has rarely proven helpful in these circumstances.\(^ {87}\)


\(^{84}\) Alexis C. Collentine, \textit{Respecting Intellectually Disabled Parents: A Call for Change in State Termination of Parental Rights Statutes}, 34 \textit{HOFSTRA L. REV.} 535, 542-43 (2005); Waterston, supra note 83.


\(^{86}\) Kaiser, supra note 72, at 110.

\(^{87}\) For a more thorough discussion, see Smith, supra note 16; see also, e.g., S.C. Dep’t of Soc. Servs. v. Mother, 651 S.E.2d 622 (S.C. Ct. App. 2007); John Maxwell Greene, In re Kayla N., 900 A.2d 1202 (R.I. 2006), 2006 Survey of Rhode Island Law, Family Law, 12 ROGER WILLIAMS U. L. REV. 610 (2007); Spreng, supra note 74.
IV. ADDRESSING THE GAPS IN SCHOLARSHIP

There are numerous gaps in the legal scholarship on the matter of family-reunification services for parents with mental disabilities. Scholars have admitted that reunification services for mentally disabled parents are often insufficient. Some have raised concerns that mental health service providers, child welfare agencies, and attorneys require enhanced cooperation and preparation. Matters of cultural incompetence in reunification services have been addressed, while some scholars have even recommended a legal presumption in favor of family reunification. However, those discussions have all lacked a sound theoretical basis such as the family systems theory framework proffered herein. It is paramount to ground family law analysis in solid theoretical principles that actually analyze the meaning of the family itself. Those discussions also fail to draw from the nonlegal disciplines and human rights resources necessary to implement successful family law practice. Scholarly approaches to this matter lack an interdisciplinary, thorough, cross-systems, practical application of legal and nonlegal solutions. It is imperative to know what can be done on all fronts. Piecemeal approaches are insufficient. This Article offers an interdisciplinary discussion by explaining the most effective reunification services, the necessary statutory reforms, the needed courtroom techniques or alternative methods of dispute resolution, and the pragmatic recommendations for both legal and nonlegal actors alike. This research is critical to progress in the family law arena.

V. APPLYING A NEW THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND IMPLEMENTING SUCCESSFUL REUNIFICATION SERVICES

Reunification services for families featuring parents with mental challenges should be viewed through the theoretical lens of family systems theory, and a legal standard of “holistic family wellbeing” rather than that of “the best interests of the child” should be applied. Family members are inextricably linked, and their emotional, social, and legal wellbeing is continually jeopardized by unnecessary TPR. Family systems theory takes root from clinical psychological and social work practice, as well as human rights norms, and can help the legal community understand why salvaging biological families should take precedence. Under these circumstances, the “family integrity” defended by our highest courts and through the reasonable efforts provision of ASFA should be upheld through the delivery of highly effective, individualized, comprehensive family-reunification services. The types of reunification services that actually prove successful in reuniting families will be highlighted; recommendations for

88. Lori Klein, Doing What's Right: Providing Culturally Competent Reunification Services, 12 BERKELEY WOMEN'S L.J. 20, 29 (1997) (concluding that “[f]amilies of color are treated differently than white families, and to their disadvantage, at every step of the child dependency process”).
statutory reform will be made; and practical suggestions will be given for how these concepts can be applied to specific court cases, service delivery, and professional practice.

A. Reunification Services Tailored to Each Family’s Needs

“Reasonable efforts” should be interpreted to incorporate current research regarding the treatment of parental mental illnesses while fully tailoring expansive reunification services to the needs of each family. Families must not be required to adapt to inflexible, pre-existing services in a one-size-fits-all approach—which too often currently occurs.89 For example, parents with learning disabilities, cognitive delays, Autism Spectrum Disorder, and other mental disabilities may not adapt easily to standard parenting classes. They may require more individualized programs that take their intellectual and social capabilities, personal characteristics, and family attributes into account. When necessary and possible, mental health court and drug court programs can help facilitate this goal. For example, children aided by the individualized programming in Idaho’s Child Protection Drug Court were significantly more likely to be reunified with their parents, with reunification rates up to 50% higher than the rates for comparison children.90 Other nationally renowned clinical research reveals that substance-abusing parents require services that directly address their risk of relapse and help them identify the coping mechanisms that they utilize when interacting within their family system.91 Evidence proves that providing adequate, uniquely designed reunification programs to parents with mental health needs facing TPR saves public systems considerable resources in addition to keeping families intact.92

89. Margaret Smarig, Visitation with Infants and Toddlers in Foster Care: What Judges and Attorneys Need to Know, 26 CHILD L. PRAC. 113 (2007).
A study of all fifty states by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services revealed that reunification services should ideally have a wraparound quality—meaning that they span a wide range of focus areas and remedy a wide range of life challenges. While this study was not limited to families with parents that had a mental disability, the study consistently mentions parental mental health as an extreme need that is beginning to be met in certain programs. This study also emphasized that reunification services cannot be individualized enough. The most effective efforts included in-home services, “concrete services such as housing and food, mental health and substance-abuse services, individual and group counseling, culturally competent services, comprehensive wraparound services, and coordination and collocation of service providers.”93 Other necessary services include financial assistance to pay for medications, day care funding, and nutritional and child development education programs.94

Numerous other studies cited by the federal government report that the most effective reunification interventions focus on concrete skill-building for parents and examine cross-cutting behaviors. Parental behaviors in the home, at school, and in the community are all potentially involved in child maltreatment, and requires thorough improvement. Parents require instruction in both parenting skills and also in general life competencies such as communication, problem-solving, anger management, accessing community resources and public benefits, and financial competency.95 Parents may need help with English as a second language, with Head Start resources for their children, and with a plethora of other aspects of life.96

Further, social support, expansion of resources, and collaboration between families and communities is imperative for the delivery of effective reunification services. The intimate partner of a parent that has lost custody, the parent’s extended family, community-service providers, community allies, employers, and child-welfare system-case managers all need to play a role in helping the parent build their skills and cultivate their relationship with their children.97 The 2008 Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act (Fostering Connections)98 has assisted this effort by requiring states to identify


95. CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, supra note 93.


97. CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, supra note 93; Hayman, supra note 13, at 1256; Reupert & Maybery, supra note 23.

and notify relatives when a child is at risk of removal from the home. Whenever possible, mental health and substance abuse programs should provide special resources for parenting individuals while keeping in mind the timetables, requirements, and complications of court and child welfare system involvement. All states reported a dearth of specific services for parents with mental disabilities, persistent transportation challenges, long waiting lists for a variety of programming, and inconsistent service accessibility. For all the aforementioned reasons, much improvement is needed to change the status quo.99

B. Culturally Competent Reunification Programs

Given the diversity of parental mental disabilities at issue and the overrepresentation of impoverished families of color in child welfare systems, reunification services need to be developmentally appropriate, culturally competent, well-conceived, and flexibly delivered. Family courts have historically been accused of imposing white, upper-middle class values upon disadvantaged, minority populations when offering services and deciding cases. At times, the staff of courts and child welfare systems have deep-seated assumptions about the disabilities, behavior, race, socioeconomic background, and personal characteristics of the families that they serve. Reunification services therefore must be able to meet a family where they are, in true cultural competence. Services need to honor the cultural and linguistic traditions of the family, give family members a seat at the decision-making table, and address feelings of distance and first impression directly.100

C. Comprehensive and Effective Visitation Programs

Visitation, or scheduled face-to-face contact between parents and children, is essential for enabling a family to eventually reunite. Experts from the National Resource Center for Permanency and Family Connections—an agency which assists both the federal government and states in creating permanency for families—assert that visitation is the single “most important factor contributing toward timely family reunification.” While these experts did not limit


100. See Klein, supra note 88; see also CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY, supra note 93.
their scope to families where a parent had a mental disability, the mentally dis-
abled population is represented in the programs that they highlight. Families
with the most frequent visitations were more likely to be reunified, to experi-
ence shorter exposure to foster care, and to have children cared for more aptly
during foster care stays. In typical “supervised” visitations, social workers ob-
serve parent-child interaction, parents are evaluated for their ability to observe
child safety, and emotional bonds are strengthened.\footnote{101} The previously cited
Department of Health and Human Services study found that many states add-
tionally succeeded when relying on the enhanced use of trial home visits, dur-
ing which time the social-service agency continues to provide support and su-
ervision. Enabling families to make new attempts to bond within their own
homes can become critical for achieving reunification.

The most promising programs highlighted by the National Resource Center
for Permanency and Family Connections include programs that provide parents
consistent feedback on their communication skills, parenting skills, and parent-
child dynamics while providing continued opportunities for improvement.
Families Together is a Rhode Island program that facilitates a series of ther-
apeutic visits for children aged one to eleven to a museum, where there is sup-
ervised playing and learning with their parents, under the watch of family ther-
pists. Not only are parents provided with transportation in Families Together,
but they also receive immediate feedback about their communication and par-
enting skills, which enables them to continually apply the clinicians’ advice.
California’s Family Visitation Center provides regular supervised visitation,
supportive supervised visitation, intermittent supervised visitation, therapeutic
supervised visitation, and off-site visitation, where trained staff monitor all par-
ent-child interactions, provide parents feedback, and report back to the court
per court order.\footnote{102} Given the previously mentioned challenges that both Rhode
Island and California have in creating statutes amenable to family reunification,
more widespread legislative awareness about the success of these two visitation
programs may be of particular importance.

\footnote{101. \textsc{Deborah Wilson Gadsten, Univ. of Pittsburgh Sch. of Soc. Work, Family
http://www.pacwrc.pitt.edu/curriculum/209FmlyRnfcnThrghVsttn/Cntnt/Cntnt.pdf; \textsc{Nat’l
Res. Ctr. for Permanency and Family Connections, Programs That Provide Services
to Support Family Visiting of Children in Foster Care} (2008), available at
http://www.hunter.cuny.edu/socwork/nrcfpcpp/downloads/PHProgramsvisiting.pdf; \textsc{Univ.
of
Ill. Children & Family Research Ctr., Making Visits Better: The Perspectives of
http://centerforchildwelfare2.fmhi.usf.edu/KB/trpost/Making%20Visits%20Better--The%20
Perspectives%20of%20Parents,%20FP,%20and%20Case%20Workers.pdf; \textsc{The Core Components
of Concurrent Planning, Nat’l Res. Ctr. for Permanency & Family
Connections, http://www.nrcpc.org/cpt/component-five.htm} (last visited Mar. 1. 2015);
\textsc{Supervised Visitation Programs, Cal. Evidence-Based Clearinghouse for Child

\footnote{102. \textit{Supervised Visitation Programs, supra} note 101.}
Ultimately, the courts use visitation results to make decisions about whether parents have been able to significantly improve their parenting behaviors, other life skills, and bonds with their children. Many states are successfully keeping families together by instituting strong visitation programs. Depending on the parent’s disability and the age and needs of the child, the nature of the visitation programs should vary significantly.

D. Extended Timelines

Typically, parents with mental disabilities require extended court and child welfare system timelines in order to prove themselves mentally, financially, and socially capable of regaining their children. As previously mentioned, the ability to ameliorate symptoms of a mental illness, to garner public benefits, to obtain housing, to receive child care, and to improve a parent-child emotional dynamic, in addition to many other elements of successful parenting, all take varying amounts of time. These elements may not coincide directly with child welfare system deadlines, nor may the child welfare system be keeping external deadlines in mind. Cross-system collaboration and communication thus is essential for reunification. ASFA’s fifteen out of twenty-two months in foster care provision should be extended to enable families to receive sufficient services for permanent reunification. State deadlines also should be examined and extended whenever possible. “Fast-track provisions” and bypass provisions that enable states to forego reunification efforts under circumstances of parental mental disability require particular reconsideration.

Reason may follow that the federal government and states must set a more workable limit on the amount of time parents have to prove themselves fit to regain custody. However, best practices in mental health and substance abuse treatment, and in holistic family development—as viewed through the lens of family systems theory—must dictate these deadlines if they are to exist. Currently, isolated ideas about the desired length of a child’s stay in foster care dictate most deadlines for reunification opportunities. Yet family systems theory reveals that children cannot be viewed in a vacuum and that families are permanently intertwined regardless of their challenges. Further, if foster care were a mostly helpful endeavor, or if states were overburdened with a plethora of foster and adoptive families, perhaps a different conclusion could be drawn. However, children and parents alike suffer with foster care system exposure; all jurisdictions lack sufficient foster homes and adoptive families; coercive inter-

---


104. Smarig., supra note 89.
ventions do more harm than good; and reunification is often the safest and most economically viable option.\textsuperscript{105}

E. Consistent Aftercare

The fifty-state study conducted by the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has further revealed that in many cases, timelines are not necessarily relevant. Post-reunification aftercare services for families are a key to reducing the risk of harm to children, repeated maltreatment, and reentries to foster care. Whether aftercare services are delivered for several months subsequent to family reunification or indefinitely after reunification, continued monitoring and assistance for families helps to assure their viability. Aftercare services that have proven successful include in-home services, mental health treatment or family counseling services, substance abuse services, parenting support, child care, and concrete services such as housing assistance, financial assistance, and transportation. On the contrary, when services are discontinued or disrupted preliminarily, or when they are too expensive to be utilized, parents often lose custody again and are propelled further into TPR.\textsuperscript{106}

F. Addressing the Critics of Improved Reunification Services

Some scholars argue that providing extensive, wraparound reunification services to parents with mental disabilities facing TPR promotes too much dependence on the part of the parents. At times, even social workers and child advocates assert that parents who exhibit strong symptoms of mental illness do not deserve continued opportunities to rectify their maltreating behaviors. Much legislation discussed herein actually denies these parents multiple opportunities for improvement. However, the aforementioned federal and state research by governmental agencies, private researchers, and clinical experts shows that individualized, wraparound, continued reunification services are in fact changing the course of history. These reunification programs are significantly treating parental mental disabilities, reducing child maltreatment, strengthening family systems and troubled communities, and saving public systems money. Expansion and enhanced implementation of best practices is necessary.\textsuperscript{107}

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{105} See generally Dhunjishah, \textit{supra} note 75; Christopher R. Foley, \textit{Making Wisconsin’s Child Welfare Law Work}, 85 Wis. Law. 16 (2012); Lines, \textit{supra} note 70; Paruch, \textit{supra} note 48.

\textsuperscript{106} \textit{CHILD WELFARE INFO. GATEWAY}, \textit{supra} note 93.

\textsuperscript{107} \textit{Id.}; Kaiser, \textit{supra} note 72; Smith, \textit{supra} note 16.
\end{footnotesize}
G. Recommendations for Statutory Reform

An application of family systems theory requires the creation of an effective reunification service delivery system for parents with mental disabilities, and it also requires numerous reforms in federal and state law. State and federal legislators must revisit the “reasonable efforts” standard to include specific statutory language about the specific types of reunification services required and the need for flexible timelines. Legislators must alter the incentives set by current funding streams and statutory priorities to better prioritize reunification as the preferable goal. While some may argue that more specific statutes and revised priorities will coddle at-risk parents, the research in favor of improving reunification services suggests that statutory guidance will improve outcomes for all involved.108

1. More Specific Statutes Are Needed, Legislators Should Utilize Model Guidelines

As evidence shows that the vague “reasonable efforts” requirement of ASFA has not enabled states to successfully reunify families or to create effective statutes of their own, states should follow federal administrative guidelines. The Federal Children’s Bureau, which is part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, issued Guidelines for Public Policy and State Legislation Governing Permanence for Children (Guidelines) in 1999. These Guidelines do not have the force of either federal legislation or federal administrative guidance but were created in hopes that states would choose to adopt them. The Guidelines suggest that state laws require courts to consider a variety of factors in making “reasonable efforts” determinations, mention a thorough array of available services, create administrative and judicial policies that define reasonable efforts, emphasize the individualized nature of reunification services, assess whether system officials have been diligent in arranging services, assess the timeliness and appropriateness of services, and ultimately assess the success of the reunification services before moving towards TPR.109

Minnesota and Colorado remain two of the few states that have effectively implemented the Guidelines. Minnesota’s detailed statute concerning reasonable efforts explains:

(d) “Reasonable efforts to prevent placement” means:


(1) the agency has made reasonable efforts to prevent the placement of the child in foster care by working with the family to develop and implement a safety plan; or
(2) given the particular circumstances of the child and family at the time of the child's removal, there are no services or efforts available which could allow the child to safely remain in the home.
(e) “Reasonable efforts to finalize a permanent plan for the child” means due diligence by the responsible social services agency to:
(1) reunify the child with the parent or guardian from whom the child was removed;
(2) assess a noncustodial parent's ability to provide day-to-day care for the child and, where appropriate, provide services necessary to enable the noncustodial parent to safely provide the care, as required by section 260C.219;
(3) conduct a relative search to identify and provide notice to adult relatives . . . .
(f) Reasonable efforts are made upon the exercise of due diligence by the responsible social services agency to use culturally appropriate and available services to meet the needs of the child and the child's family. Services may include those provided by the responsible social services agency and other culturally appropriate services available in the community. At each stage of the proceedings where the court is required to review the appropriateness of the responsible social services agency's reasonable efforts as described . . . the social services agency has the burden of demonstrating that:
(1) it has made reasonable efforts to prevent placement of the child in foster care;
(2) it has made reasonable efforts to eliminate the need for removal of the child from the child's home and to reunify the child with the child's family at the earliest possible time;
(3) it has made reasonable efforts to finalize an alternative permanent home for the child, and considers permanent alternative homes for the child inside or outside of the state . . . .
(h) The juvenile court . . . shall make findings and conclusions as to the provision of reasonable efforts. When determining whether reasonable efforts have been made, the court shall consider whether services to the child and family were:
(1) relevant to the safety and protection of the child;
(2) adequate to meet the needs of the child and family;
(3) culturally appropriate;
(4) available and accessible;
(5) consistent and timely; and
(6) realistic under the circumstances. 110

Minnesota law likewise accounts for circumstances where reunification may not be appropriate and contains numerous provisions for rejecting reunification services when parents have committed egregious abuses or have proven persistently unwilling to improve their behavior.

It is unarguable that these statutory changes are improving reunification services and that the outcomes for children who remain with their biological families are better than the outcomes for children placed in foster care. In a 2014 judicial guide to implementing Colorado’s reasonable efforts statute, the Colorado judiciary cites a study comparing such children’s outcomes. This 2007 study found that children who went into foster care were significantly more likely to get arrested, to become teen parents, or to be unable to hold a steady job. Further, Judge Leonard Edwards states that Colorado continues to work towards progress in implementing their statute.

The few scholars who have mentioned legislative solutions to the matter of reunification services are moving in the right direction by recommending that states create a legislative amendment to their child welfare act or that the federal government include the Guidelines in the Code of Federal Regulations so that states must follow them when implementing federal law. More realistic statutory timelines that correspond to parents’ treatment goals and needs, external deadlines for housing, public benefits, and social services, carefully crafted visitation programs, and extensive aftercare are also required both federally and locally. Any reunification services described in reasonable efforts statutes need to be governed by clinical and social science best practices while rejecting the majority of bypasses and fast-track provisions that avoid attempts at reunification without good cause. Further research by this author will examine the progress of statutory reforms in this area of law.

2. Legislators Need to Shift Funding Incentives

One area in which legal scholars have been more vocal is in the promotion of revised funding incentives and priorities to increase reunification efforts. In 2010, the American Bar Association (ABA) called for reform of the child welfare system’s federal financing structure, to de-incentivize foster care placement and “encourage keeping or reunifying children safely with their birth families, including programs focused on antipoverty supports, housing, substance abuse and mental health treatment, and providing quality parent legal represent-

---


tion. . . . [F]ederal foster care funds should be available for reinvestment in services to reduce the need for such care.” Other scholars have suggested that the federal government shift some funding that is currently devoted to urban renewal into funding streams for family-reunification efforts in the child welfare system. These scholars reason that such a specific shift would enhance the safety, wellbeing, and economic viability of troubled inner city communities.

Additional improvements can be made in funding administration and provision. There also has been a call for a reversal of the administration of Title IV-E funding because such funding is currently reduced when jurisdictions decrease their foster care populations—which encourages states to keep a larger number of children in foster care rather than to return them to their homes of origin. States also are traditionally denied the ability to keep federal dollars saved by preventing foster care placements or reducing foster care stays. For that reason, the 2008 federal Fostering Connections to Success and Increasing Adoptions Act, which fiscally incentivizes increased placements with non-parental, biological relatives, does not go far enough. Further, federal studies have shown that states reporting success in reunification efforts thus far cited increased funding for reunification, dedicated reunification funds, flexibility in the use of funds, blended funding streams, and financial incentives for contractors as greatly aiding their success.

3. A Rebuttable Presumption in Favor of Reunification May Be Necessary

An application of family systems theory to child protection cases featuring parents with mental disabilities certainly lends itself toward honoring reunification as the de facto status quo. Upholding holistic family wellbeing in light of clinical, human rights, and social scientific best practices means that the dangers of lengthy family separations should be avoided at most costs. Scholars
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Martin Guggenheim and Andrew Hoffman have correctly raised the issue of having a presumption in favor of family reunification in child welfare statutes and family courts. Such a presumption may be necessary at this time.

Hoffman approaches the matter from the standpoint of the child’s attorney, describing “a poorly defined role of child’s counsel, susceptible to various interpretations based on attorneys’ personal biases and opinions, that evades extensive efforts at clarification.” Arguing that the maintenance of biological family ties is typically in the best interests of the child and the parent, while children are often unable to adequately express themselves, Hoffman states that an attorney “must remain true to reunification unless presented with clear, credible evidence supporting abandonment of the presumption.” Guggenheim even rejects the idea of the rebuttal of such a presumption. A rebuttable presumption could prevent many of the unnecessary failures of courts to reunify families while protecting family wellbeing and saving money otherwise devoted to foster care and extended court processing.

While a potential presumption in favor of reunification should be rebuttable to protect family safety, existing laws provide extensive guidance on ways to rebut the presumption. Counsel would require the state to bear its burden of proof, and the presumption could be rebutted when aggravated circumstances of heinous abuse or parental rejection, such as those listed in ASFA and most state statutes, are present. Hoffman additionally considers the possibility of assigning an attorney “to act as a quasi-guardian ad litem for the family’s due process rights, forcing the State to meet its burden of proof in every case.” An application of family systems theory supports this possibility, although alternative dispute resolution and collaborative law solutions—which will be explored herein—hold more promise than an addition of attorneys and interests to the adversarial litigation model.

4. Cross-Agency Collaboration and Information Sharing Are Required

Successful delivery of reunification services and extended timelines also will require the need for cross-agency collaboration and information-sharing. Interagency memoranda of understanding (MOU), cross-agency policies and regulations, and multi-disciplinary case planning and treatment teams are part of the growing research in best practices. Many such advances will require
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statutory and administrative law revisions and additions. Currently, too many divergent governmental and non-governmental agencies are requiring mentally disabled parents to achieve progress haphazardly while child advocates involved in these matters pit themselves against parent advocates. In order for parents with mental disabilities to ameliorate their illnesses, create adequate parenting environments, and foster stronger bonds with their children, they will need wraparound services drawing from multiple aspects of life and from multiple systems that coordinate for optimal care. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services’ fifty-state study mentions the systemic improvements made thus far through enhanced interagency cooperation. The study enumerates levels of coordination and information-sharing between the courts, child welfare agencies, mental health treatment providers, community service agencies, housing and public benefits administrators, court tracking of permanency timeframes, and court monitoring of families after reunification.  

H. Improving the Deliberative Processes Utilized Within Systems

The application of family systems theory to the matter of family-reunification services for parents with mental disabilities also requires reform in the deliberative processes that are utilized within courts and child welfare systems. In specific court cases, attorneys for the parent(s), the child(ren), and the state should focus on “holistic family wellbeing” rather than “the child’s best interests,” utilizing alternatives to the adversarial litigation model. Whenever possible, attorneys should emphasize and facilitate their clients’ agency and explore new types of claims when litigation does occur. Family law is unique in its extension into the most intimate human relationships and fundamental, private rights. Research shows that deliberative techniques that preserve interdependence, dignity, agency, and collaboration among family members lead to the best outcomes.

1. Promoting Family Group Decision-Making

The use of family group decision-making (FGDM) is growing and proving to reunify families at a time when family courts experience excessive caseloads, cause extensive family traumas, and undergo financial strain. For parents with mental disabilities, FGDM can provide a well-needed sense of empowerment and purpose, and the process critically acknowledges parents’ ability to change. The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services reports that the most successful efforts at reunification feature some type of “family group decision-making” (FGDM) or alternative case conferencing. FGDM is a generic term that includes approaches in which family members involved in child wel-

fare cases communally make decisions about child care and service planning. Such interventions include family team conferencing, family team meetings, family group conferencing, family team decision-making, family unity meetings, and team decision-making. While these approaches vary, most include a multi-phased schedule and employ an impartial, trained facilitator or coordinator.

As a participatory and inclusive process that began gaining popularity in the U.S. in the early 1990s, FGDM recognizes the concepts of family systems theory and holistic family wellbeing described herein. In the words of FGDM experts, “children have a right to maintain their kinship and cultural connections throughout their lives. Children and their parents belong to a wider family system that both nurtures them and is responsible for them.” According to FGDM guiding principles, “those who are poor, socially excluded, marginalized or lacking power or access to resources and services” require the state’s respect. The state serves to support and build the family group’s leadership and capacity to protect and care for its children because “family groups know their own histories, and they use that information to construct thorough plans.”

Leading experts in FGDM assert that “FGDM processes are not conflict-resolution approaches, therapeutic interventions or forums for ratifying professionally crafted decisions.” Instead, FGDM is considered to be a process that actively seeks the collaboration and leadership of family groups in creating and implementing plans that meet a child’s needs. Power imbalances and cultural conflicts between family groups and child protection agency personnel are addressed directly, and the end goal is to prevent unnecessary intrusion into family relationships. FGDM is typically initiated by service providers or community organizations and includes social services agencies and governmental authorities who assure that any plans created adequately address agency concerns.

There have been extensive studies showing the success and cost effectiveness of FGDM. FGDM has reduced the number of children in foster care, decreased instances of maltreatment, kept biological families intact, and improved holistic family wellbeing.

---


2. Promoting Other Forms of Alternative Dispute Resolution

Experts from various backgrounds are increasingly promoting the benefits of child protection mediation (CPM) in reunifying families, upholding the dignity of mentally challenged parents, and saving beleaguered child welfare systems. Judges, attorneys, clinicians, mediators, other child welfare professionals, and national professional organizations have collaborated to create guidelines for CPM which should be more commonly utilized. CPM fosters open communication and information sharing, enabling a consensual decision making process. A neutral, highly trained mediator facilitates the process, and all mediation is confidential. CPM has produced an extraordinary amount of settlements, with sixty to eighty percent of mediated cases reaching full agreements and another ten to twenty percent reaching partial agreements. CPM engages distressed parents and provides them with a much-needed voice and sense of value. It has been proven to save states’ money, has reduced judicial caseloads significantly, and has decreased child maltreatment and foster care stays. Mediation typically produces longer-lasting, more mutually agreeable results than litigated cases do. Parents with mental disabilities thus are able to engage their problem-solving skills, and CPM creates buy-in from all parties.

During CPM, professionals collaboratively work together for the benefit of the family system. Attorneys for the parents, the child’s representative, the child protection agency representative, and agency attorneys typically participate in CPM. While attorneys are not necessary, they can assist in ensuring the protection of each participant’s rights and in explaining complicated terminology and concepts. At times, extended family, foster parents, clinicians, other service providers, cultural liaisons, spiritual advisors, and friends may attend. Children can participate when appropriate if there is no safety risk and if they can understand the process. Mediators typically report news of a settlement to the court but are advised by experts not to make specific recommendations to the court to protect confidentiality. In some instances, mediated agreements will be subject to the approval of the court.127

Judges across the nation have reported that CPM has created much-needed reform. CPM has reduced court time and produced higher rates of satisfaction from all participants. Some judges thoroughly tout the benefits of mediation over the adversarial process, with higher rates of family reunification, costs savings, enhanced permanency for children, and positive feedback from the professionals involved. Some may assert that child welfare cases should not be mediated due to the levels of maltreatment involved. However, CPM has been successfully practiced for over twenty years; numerous best practices have been promulgated; and the presence of attorneys and judicial review of agreements
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can assure that safety remains a priority. CPM is one of several types of alternative dispute resolution that can be used in family law cases. Collaborative Family Law and other methods are also gaining popularity.\textsuperscript{128}

3. Further Promoting the Agency of All Family Members

For successful reunifications to occur, parents with mental disabilities and their children all need meaningful opportunities to participate in the life of their child welfare case. One of the best ways to ensure that such parents can prevent further maltreatment is to enable them to practice decision-making, problem-solving, and continued responsibility while they receive appropriate treatment and services. All states that reported additional success in reunification efforts to the federal government as of June 2011 featured comparatively strong programs of parent engagement, foster-to-birth-parent collaboration, and peer-parent mentorship arrangements. These common elements required attorneys, child welfare systems, and courts to prioritize the voice of parents who typically feel helpless and ashamed, giving them a crucial role in the processes that unfolded.\textsuperscript{129}

New York City features two notable programs that foster enhanced agency among parents facing TPR. The Child Welfare Organizing Project (CWOP) has been nationally recognized for its intricate system of parent peer advocacy, where parents who have previously experienced the removal of their child walk newcomers through the process help represent them at court proceedings and mediations and work with system officials on systemic reform. CWOP also involves parents who have experienced the removal of their children in the process of recertifying and re-evaluating foster homes. During the process of their own child-welfare case, CWOP parents continue to play an integral role in caring for their children, whether or not they currently have custody. The Center for Family Representation likewise employs parent advocates who mentor other parents facing the loss of their children and work alongside attorneys and social workers in family court.\textsuperscript{130}

Successful programs enabling the enhanced agency of children also require duplication. Such programs encourage children in foster care to participate more effectively in case planning and mediation, and help them to play more
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active roles with their attorneys. Raising the voices of children who have survived maltreatment in these ways has produced high levels of family reunification, child wellbeing, and general system reform. At times, committees of children even advise system officials about potential reforms and in assessing the success of current programs.131

Attorneys also can bolster the agency of their clients by making better use of previously under-utilized claims in litigation and by giving their clients a seat at the table when decisions about treatment and reunification services are being made. For example, Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) claims can be raised more effectively and more often for mentally disabled parents facing TPR. Future research by this author will address the potential of these claims. Whenever possible, disabled parents themselves can play an active role in raising the claims and also in deciding which reunification services will best create family permanence. Parents with mental disabilities in the child welfare system often know the precise needs of their family and can speak aptly for themselves in treatment planning situations. Finally, attorneys must stay informed of research on the needs of their clients, on culturally and clinically sound methods of communication, and on the legal and scientific advances being made. It is not enough to know the basic law in these cases. Sensitivity, interdisciplinary thinking, and collaboration are required.132


4. Finding Funding for Effective Programming

Although it remains challenging to find funding for social services and court innovation, and although most states are reducing their budget allocations to this end, the type of programming supported herein saves significant money in the long term. Systems that increase the use of alternative dispute resolution are saving considerable resources already by shrinking their dockets and other court costs. More widespread use of alternative deliberative approaches will undoubtedly save more money in difficult economic times. Further, social science and economics research reveals that public systems and taxpayers ultimately save money when keeping biological families together, providing supportive programming, reducing future costs of untreated mental health issues, reducing future incarceration and public benefits costs, and preventing further child maltreatment.\(^\text{133}\)

5. Improving the Role of Nonlegal Actors—A Need for Enhanced Training

Child welfare workers, clinicians, and other service providers likewise require training in the most advanced methods of mental health treatment, family therapy, conflict resolution, case planning, case management, and wraparound service provision to implement successful reunification services. As enhanced collaboration grows among all participants in family-reunification efforts, so will interdisciplinary sharing of best practices and problem solving. Above all, professionals who work with mentally disabled parents require extensive train-

ing about the experience of such parents, their unique needs, their cultural traditions, and their rights. Extensive research has provided guidance thus far, but there is a serious need for reform.134

CONCLUSION

While family reunification for parents with mental disabilities facing TPR may be a conundrum, the conundrum is far from intractable. The challenges these parents face are significant, but their potential to successfully parent is high. The theoretical framework of family systems theory justifies reunification in a majority of circumstances in order to prevent unnecessary violations of fundamental rights and to protect all members of an inextricably linked family. While scholars have not gone far enough in identifying a theoretical basis for reunification or in setting forth thorough, interdisciplinary solutions to TPR, the aforementioned discussion serves to improve the discourse. Evidence has begun to show that scholars, professionals, families, and communities need to collaborate and employ wide-ranging solutions. Service enhancement, statutory reform, and innovative deliberative processes can result in both family preservation and systemic reform. An innovative, interdisciplinary focus essentially creates the difference between system failures and effective family law practice.